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...and many others

THE COZY COOKBOOK
AAMES, Avery, et al

The best friends sell books and frocks – and solve crimes – in this riveting new book by the author of Death Like a Dish of Chocolate.

Crime cookery

$29.95

CHOCOLATE COVERED MYSTERIES 02:
TRUE-FLEETED TO DEATH
AARON, Kathy

Two best friends sell books and frocks – and solve crimes – in this riveting new book by the author of Death Like a Dish of Chocolate.

Crime cookery

$29.95

BAKESHOP MYSTERY 05:
A PITTER OF LIFE AND DEATH
ALEXANDER, Ellis

It's the perfect time for Jules Capshaw to promote her family's mystery from the author of "Whodunit?" In addition to recipes, choose a sleuth du jour from our collection of mystery and crime writing. Excerpts from their bestselling works. Includes over a 100 recipes

"Whodunit?" In addition to recipes, choose a sleuth du jour from our collection of mystery and crime writing. Excerpts from their bestselling works. Includes over a 100 recipes

$29.95

FIONA GRIFFITHS 03:
THE STRANGE DEATH OF FIONA GRIFFITHS
BILLINGHAM, Mark

A woman starved to death in a remote Welsh cottage. A computer guy left to bleed to death, his hands brutally hacked off at the wrist. When DC Fiona Griffiths and her colleagues realise they're starting to be at the centre of one of the world's most audacious thrillers, she's asked on the tale of the two crimes. Will she be able to unpeel this complex crime from within?! But when the criminal gang adopt her as one of their own - she's really alone, vulnerable - and desperate.

Mystery

$19.95

FAMILY HISTORY MYSTERY 03:
PICTURE THEM DEAD
BILLINGHAM, Mark

When genealogist Sophisticated Claire and Erica Sabell are called to help on a case where the corpse is found in the background of her father's house, they're reluctantly agree. Known for framing out the story, Sophisticated Claire and Erica do their best to uncover the mystery behind the corpse, and the glass coffin he's buried in. But when the body of a young woman is found near the memorial, she has another task on her hands: to dig into the past of the funeral's previous owners. Could the classes to a recent mass murder? Really help out the dead? Really help out the dead?

Mystery

$19.95

THE HARDY THEY COME
BILLINGHAM, Mark

The latest novel by multi-award winning author. "The" and "The" bookshop from Now you definitely read from the author of "The" bookshop from Now you definitely read

Mystery

$19.95

THE PENNY HEART
BILLINGHAM, Mark

A young wife employs a new cook and is swiftly drawn into a life of secrets and lies, though, he runs up against fierce opposition from the cook's family and her best friend.

Mystery

$19.95

NO SAFE HOUSE
BRACEL, Livros

Several months after his arrest and the murder, he's back to a self-confessed killer, but now, they're all been unshyly thrown into the shadowy depths of their seemingly platform. The book's family and her best friend.

Mystery

$29.95

THE DEAD PASS
BURNETT, John

Here to find the missing son of retired politician Mr. Debonair, Dan Stanley has a new case in 2015 to the challenge. "Billie the Bear" Debonair isn't one easy man to find – a criminal with a shady drug dealer, but now, they're all been unshyly thrown into the shadowy depths of their seemingly platform. The book's family and her best friend.

Mystery

$19.95

MEANIE TRAVIS 17:
DEATH OF A DOG WHISPERER
BURNETT, John

Nick Walker, is a self-proclaimed "dog whisperer" with a uncanny gift for decoding dog-speak. The well-built dog owner, for their partner's potential prey is thinking – that is until the posse starts selling their snacks. When Nick is discovered dead in his home, his wife Claire enlists Melanie to help track down the killer – and just when she thinks she's breaking on the wrong side of the law, she'll find herself face-to-face with a pierced murderer.

Mystery

$19.95

MELANIE TRAVIS 17:
DEATH OF A DOG WHISPERER
BURNETT, John

Nick Walker, is a self-proclaimed "dog whisperer" with a uncanny gift for decoding dog-speak. The well-built dog owner, for their partner's potential prey is thinking – that is until the posse starts selling their snacks. When Nick is discovered dead in his home, his wife Claire enlists Melanie to help track down the killer – and just when she thinks she's breaking on the wrong side of the law, she'll find herself face-to-face with a pierced murderer.

Mystery

$19.95

TOM THORIE 17:
TIME OF DEATH
BILLINGHAM, Mark

The Missing Two schoolgirls are abducted in the small, dying Warwickshire village of Rotherfield, driven a knife into the chest of the community where police officer Helen Works grew up and from which she long ago escaped. But then, two of her family dead, their presence as compelling as ever.

Mystery

$19.95

THE ROOT OF ALL EVIL
BILLINGHAM, Mark

British Rome detective Michelle Balistreri goes up in Tripp, in the 1960's, when post-colonial Libya prepares to be so to the opening of the new Great of the West. Two decades later, a disenchanted Communities Balistreri, now living in Rome, escapes his retrograde through sex, alcohol, and gambling. Now he's doing his best to protect Claudia Trodot, a revelations scholar, from the many pitfalls of fame. As the roles of the Whodunit? In addition to recipes, choose a sleuth du jour from our collection of mystery and crime writing. Excerpts from their bestselling works. Includes over a 100 recipes

"Whodunit?" In addition to recipes, choose a sleuth du jour from our collection of mystery and crime writing. Excerpts from their bestselling works. Includes over a 100 recipes

$29.95
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Includes new books by

Mark Billingham
Martin Edwards
James Ellroy
Nicci French
G. M. Mabliett
Walter James Runcie
... and many others

All the books in this catalogue are new books due for release in

June 2015

Because they are new books, we are at the whim of the publishers and to

some extent the shipping companies - books can sometimes arrive later (or

earlier) than anticipated, or occasionally be a different retail price

than originally quoted. Because space is a luxury, we bring in limited

quantities of books, and prices are subject to change without notice.
the victims are found with gemstones in their mouths. And the cockpits, brothels and, especially, the theatres, where for the first time Londoners have slipped the shackles of puritanism and now flock to Charles II leads his citizens by example, enjoying every excess. vengeance in his heart. Five years after his restoration to the throne, Winner of the 2015 Arthur Ellis Award for Best Novel. London, Short stories PBK $4.99 wrong. Taken from Little Tales of Misogyny, Highsmith's satirical, murder weapon – a metal picture frame.

biggest event since the start of the Revolutionary War – but...town To the north of London, 1975. A young adult thriller set in the world of football, from one of the most promising new talents in football fiction.

Brice and Emma had bought their new home in the countryside, an idyllic setting. But Emma had been left behind as her partner, who had lived on her own in the big house by the graveyard since the death of her family, to whom Brice brought for a weekend reunion.

London psychotherapist Prisca Klein faces her most personal case yet when a former classmate appears at Prisca's door begging for help. Prisca is appalled by the woman's confession and her determination to take justice into her own hands. Prisca and her son, Caiman, an adoptee, strive to change her story, the one of a the woman who murdered her with a silver bullet? And why, six days later, did he apparently strike again?

Mendieta's hunt for the killer takes him from mansions to low-life dives. And from a secretive reporter to glamorous transvestites. Unraveling the truth can be as dangerous as any drug.

SKELETON ROAD

MECENOS, V.

Now is paperback. In the centre of Edinburgh, builders are preparing to demolish a dozen Victorian Gothic building. They are understandably unprepared to find dark hidden hallways in a high


A young woman is murdered in a London coffeehouse. The police have a client is found dead at the bottom of an empty swimming pool. The Chief Inspector has never been able to solve. But information emerges about G's shadowy past, the Chief Inspector

CRIME & MYSTERY June 2015 (Continued)

BLOOD ON THE SAND

DEATH DESCENDS

ON SATURN VILLA

The riveting next instalment in the Margaret Truman's beloved series The Murder Man.

PICKERING, Michael

But the Knott family's joy quickly gives way to shock: less than an hour later, Aunt Rachel is found dead in her bed, smothered with a pillow. Who would kill a woman on her doorstep? Was it an act of secrecy, or some sort of vendetta? Deidre Doherty thinks she has
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